A Historiography in Modern Japan: the
laborious quest for identity
1 Introduction

T"

e development of modern Japan might surprise Europeans. Like other Asian countries, Japan retained the feudal system until the mid-1gChcentury,
establishing itself as a great economical power by the end of the 20'" century. But,
at the outset of this article, we must confirm that, in forming the modern society,
the Japanese experienced two historical conversions. The first was the Meiji Restoration in 1868. Since that date, Japan has denied its traditional society and promoted industrialization and modernization. This was the process of "westernization" to which Japan was urgently exposed in the context of the imperialist expansion by the Western powers. This process of urgent westernization in Japan involved a lot of historical problems. It followed upon the unequal development within
the Japanese society and the imperialist invasion of Asian neighbours. The result
of such distorted westernization was the defeat in W W I , which was the second
conversion for the Japanese. After 1945, reforms by the GHQ' swept away not
only the old social systems but also the national identity, which had its roots in the
Meiji Restoration. Post-war Japan was thus required to build a democratic society
and rebuild its national identity, so as to be suitable for democracy2
In other words, we can say that these two conversions each constituted a time
of crisis for the Japanese, obliging them to modify their own identity. Generally
spealung, when the Japanese met such crises, they were keen to import methods
and values from the West. So westernization served not only to "modernize" Japanese society by appropriating western ways, but at the same time to "westernize"
Japanese values. Academism was also influenced by western values. For example,
when trying to identify themselves, Japanese historians have used the concept of
'Rsia". But the name "Asia"was originally created as a standard of cultural identification by Europeans in the dichotomy between "Europe" and "non-Europe",
when Europeans compared their culture to others. This dichotomy influenced
Japanese historians who were tormented by the backwardness of their nation.
Most of them interpreted the dichotomy as a confrontation between "the developed Europe" and "the undeveloped Asia". In terms of such a dichotomy, Japanese
historians have tried to identify themseives. Some recognized Japan as a member

of "the stagnant Asia"; others argued the peculiariry of Japan, which was different
from other Asian countries. In this way historiography in modern Japan reflects
the path of a people in search of its identity. We must understand such mental
circumstances,when we comprehend the complicated path of historical studies in
modern Japan.
In this article I am not going to examine whether Japan after the Meiji Reestoration succeeded in building a modern society or whether Japan after 1945 succeeded in establishing a democratic society. 1 will give my attention to the attitudes of Japanese historians who tried to find the ideals required to rebuild their
identity after the Japanese identity crisis. In such a context, we can observe the
ideologies of historians more clearly. I will therefore explain historiography in
modern Japan, attending mainly to such problems as how historians identified
problems of Japanese history and how they corresponded to them.

2 The Apgropfiation of the Traditional Historical Writing by the
Meiji Government
Japan had developed its own culture in the East Asian cultural area where China
had played a central role. From ancient times, Japanese had been keen to absorb
the Chinese culture. Since Kojiki (Records of Ancient Matters) and Nihon Shoki
(Chronicles of Japan) were written in the 8th century, a lot of histories containing
myths of imperial dynasty have been described in the Chinese way of writing history3 The Chinese tradition was dependent on Confucianism. It focused mainly
on the history of a dynasey. It explained the rise and fall of a social order in which
emperors placed themselves at the centre by using the metaphor that the emperor,
who was imagined to be the only virtuous man, was "father" and his society was
"family". Through the concept that society was constructed around the only virtuous personality, history was recognized as describing political practice from a moralistic view. Thus in Japan, as in China and Korea, the traditional wriring of h i m ry provided a historical example with which to practise moralistic politics.
The traditional way survived after the collapse of Tokugawa Shogunate. This
was because the Meiji government wanted to appropriate it in order to explain the
legitimacy of integrating Japan around the imperial power. The traditional conception of history in which the emperor had a main role suited the purposes of the
Meiji government. The government tried to construct the view of modern Japan
as a patriarchy by comparing the Emperor to a patriarch and Japanese society to a
"family".4 Thai is to say, the Meiji government utilized the traditional view of
history in order to exploit national resources for building the modern state.
In 1872 the reform of the educational system provided for the teaching of
history in higher elementary schools and lower junior high schools. From the first,
not only Japanese and Chinese history but also Western history was to be taught
according to the ideas shown in the Goseimon (Charter Oath) of 4868. In this

Charter, in which the Meiji government took Western powers into consideration,
to discuss anything in public was considered important. The Meiji government
therefore decided to teach World History, in which especially the histories of
Western powers played important roies. But the general plan on elementary education in 188 1 stipulated that it was necessary to cultivate loyalty to the Emperor
Meiji and patriotism. And then in 1890, Kyoiku Chokugo (Imperial Rescript on
Education), the most important ordinance on education before 1945, clearly stated that loyalty and patriotism, based on the spirit of Confucianism, should be
fortified. And in 189 1 the general plan for elementary education declared that the
purpose of historical education was to cultivate the patriotism of the Japanese
nation and to explain the original polity of Japan. Such historical education to
promote loyalty and patriotism was continued until the reform of the education
system after 1945.5
This trend was reinforced by the rise of nationalism after the Russo-Japanese
War (1904-05). Most Japanese were convinced that victories of the Sino-Japanese
War (1894-95) and the Russo-Japanese War were due to the success of modernization by the Meiji government. Among public opinion, the nationalist view on
the polity of imperial Japan was widespread. This view, Kokutai Ton, emphasized
that the national polity of Japan, which the virtuous Emperor guided, was superior to that of any other nation, and that the success of modernization could be
ascribed to this superiority. While the nationalistic atmosphere spread in the Japanese society, some conservative historians led by Kiyoshi Hiraizumi (1895- 1984),
a professor at Tokyo Imperial University since 1935, constructed Kokoku shikan
(the historical view of the Imperial Japan). They considered the history of imperial
Japan to be the development of a sacred polity by the gods, arguing that a polity of
such superiority should be spread universaliy abroad. This view was established
with the support of the military from the mid- 1930s and the ideology was used to
justify the imperialistic expansion of Japan to A ~ i a . ~

3 The Formation o f Positiviseic Historical Studies in Japan
In this way the traditional view of history based on Confucianism was appropriated by the Meiji government in order to build the concept of the nation state.
Some historians, who believed that the imperial polity of Japan was superior, tried
to find the national identity by invoking traditional historiograpby. However,
imperial Japan held a double-standard structure based not only on tradition but
also on modernity. The most important problem for Meiji Japan was to reform
the old social system by importing Western civilization and forming a modern
state on European lines. This double standard had cast a long shadow over Japanese inteliectuals who worried whether they ought to belong to "Asia" or "Europe".
This was the first serious crisis of Japanese identity Most intellectuals admitted
that the Meiji Restoration should break off the retrbgrade traditions of Japan and

encourage the realization of a modern civilization by referring to the West. In
comparison, Japan, like other Asian countries, was totally backward. Modern historical studies in Japan were established by giving up the traditional perspective of
Japanese history and importing Western methodology.'
In 1877, the first faculty to study history was founded at Tokyo Uni~ersity.~
This was the history department at the Faculty of Letters which took a leading
role in historical studies in modern Japan. Eudwig Eess (1861-1928), a pupil of
E. Ranke, was called from the German Empire to the Faculty of Letters at the
request of the Meiji government. He introduced Rankean positivism to Japanese
academic historical studies. Prior to 1901 the history department had been divided into the departments of Japanese history, Western history, and Eastern history, and historical studies had been developed separately by these three disciplines.
Hn 1889 Shigaku Kui (The Historical Society of Japan) was founded and Shigaku
Zassi (Historical Journal) was first published. Shigaku Kui and Shigaku Zassi had
played major roles in academic historical studies L Japan. Indeed, modern historical studies were founded by such academic institutions based on the Rankean
methodology of positivism. But their ultimate purpose was to educate the elites
that the government needed; scholarship had no influence on public opinion.
Adoreover the threefold division into western, Japanese and Eastern ~ i s t k r yinstilled the awareness that Western history had a superior value in world hiscopy.
O n the other hand, some private historians like Uuhchi Fukuzawa (18341901) and Ukchi Taguchi (1855-1905) argued the history of civilization from an
enlightening perspective by referring to works by F. E G. Guizot or H. T Buckle.'
Since Fukuzawa introduced Western history to the Japanese in the late 1860s to
the mid-1870s, some people had tried to understand the history of Japan from a
more universal point of view. They believed that Western civilization should be
realized in Meiji Japan. Since the opening of Japan in the mid-B3'h century, the
Japanese had begun to modernize and westernize their society, recognizing that a
discussion of the historical view of civilization might point the way to catching up
with the Western powers. One view took the direction which tried to search for
similarities benveen Japan and Western countries. Datsua ron (the Vision to transcend Japan from Asia) became the most famous argument by private historians.
Before the Sino-Japanese War, Koa ron (the Vision to develop Asia) was the main
current among public opinion. Some Japanese pointed out the homogenous
identity between Japan and Korea or China and tried to discover how to compete
with Western powers in the cooperation with Asian people. O n the other hand,
Fukuzawa emphasized that only Japan should improve the power to compete
with Western countries by westernization of Japanese society. Originally he wanted to find a universal way to develop civilization through the study of Western
history and a suitable way to reform the traditiond Japanese society~But his arguments on Datsua Ton were mistaken for an ideology to justify Japanese irnperia-

lism in the context of the discourse of Kokutai ron, which argued the case for
s~periority.'~
As nationalistic views gained popularity among the general public, they were
criticized for not subjecting the origin of the imperial system to scholarly examination. An example was the scandal which occurred in 1892 over the work of
Kunitake Kume (1839-193 l),professor at the Faculty of Letters at Tokyo University. In his paper "Shinto ha Saiten no Kozoku" (Shinto is an Old Custom for the
Festival) Kume argued that Shinto was one of the traditional customs from ancient Japan and it was a mistake to interpret it as the sacred religion. He was
criticized by Shinto circles and relieved of his position." In 191 1 a controversy
over the legitimacy of the Japanese dynasty broke out. When a history textbook
was revised in 1910, the new draft described that after the fall of the Kamakura
Shogunate in the mid-14'" century the Japanese dynasty had been divided into a
North dynasty and South dynasty. The government criticized this description because it contradicted a formulation in the Constitution of Imperial Japan of 1889
that the imperial dynasty had 'an unbroken line'. The government- requested to
rewrite that only the South dynasty had legitimacy and that it was the origin of the
Emperor Meiji. After this scandal, whenever textbooks were revised, the nationalistic view was strengthened and parts describingJapan as "the sacred nation" were
~ncreased.
In the mid-1930s when Japanese imperialism attempted to invade East Asia,
the government tried to sweep away democratic and liberal ideologies in order to
mobilize people for total war. The Japanese government oppressed not only the
left wing but also some academic scholars who wanted to make clear the reality of
the imperial power. Two examples of this were: the 1935 scandal over the discussion to place the imperial power in the organs of state; and the 1942 scandal over
works by Sokichi Tsuda (1873-1961). The former scandal was the dispute over
how the imperial power should be treated in the Constitution of 1889, In the
Taisho period (1312-1926),12the atmosphere freely to discuss political and social
problems, called " Taisho Demokz~rash(the democracy in the ~ a i s h operiod)", improved temporarily Some scholars of constitutional law, among whom Tatsuhchi
Minobe (1873-1948) was a leading figure, emphasized that the imperial power
should be restricted within the Constitution, although they admitted the supreme
sovereignty of the Emperor.13 But as the movement of Japanese fascism arose in
the beginning of the 1930s, their theory was criticized by the right wing and in
1935 they were debarred from their academic careers. The latter scandal was the
dispute about some works by Tsuda. He studied culture and society in ancient
Japan by stringent criticism of historical material and threw light on the actual
situation in ancient Japan. But his work to clarifji the origins of the imperial system was criticized by the right wing and the government and in 1942 he was
arrested.l 4

4 The Debate on Japanese Capitdism as the Origin of P o s m a
Historical Studies
As regards historical studies in Japan before
P, we can say that the methodom the West. Most historians
logy based on positivism was only borro
could not argue their own views because of the atmosphere of blockade under the
authoritarian powers. l 5 Howevea; some scholars tried courageously to analyse Japanese history in a scientific and rational way and to argue their own points of
view. The most impressive example was the debate on Japanese capitalism by the
Marxist scholars from the end of the 1920s to the mid-1930s. The controversy
was recognized as the
important event in the development of academic studies in Japan prior to
I. In the fields of economy and history, scholars discussed a lot of problems such as the peculiarity of Japanese capitalism; the classsystem of imperial Japan; the meaning of the Meiji Restoration and the strategy of
revolution in Japan.I6
In the inter-war period, ideas about social reform or revolution, for example,
the new historical school of Germany, were introduced to Japanese scholars. The
Russian Revolution in E 9 17 and the foundation of the Communist International
in 1913 also had a great impact on the Japanese intelligentsia.The Communist
Party of Japan was founded illegally in 1322. The Japanese intelligentsia was attracted not by the Communist Party but by the prospect of Marxism as a sophisticated systematic methodology. In Japanese scholarship, the atmosphere to analyse
social policies from a more deterministic view of stages of development rhrived in
the light of the growing democratic mood in the Taisho period." In this atmosphere, the Japanese became aware of social problems brought about by the rapid
modernization in the Meiji period (1868-1312). From the 1320s to the1330s,
some scholars, who were influenced by such thoughts, recognized that such an
ideology in the Meiji period as the simple development of civilization was so
illogical that it neglected social problems. They held the objective to integrate the
ideal image of a utopia with the practical policy of widespread socid reform.
Using a sophisticated and scientific method of historical analysis, they tried to
examine political change from the Meiji Restoration to the construction of the
imperial state and the economic development from the Tokugawa period (16031867) to the Taisho period. They were convinced that, if history were explained
correctly, they could find a suitable way to solve the social contradictions of capitalism. Marxism had a strong influence on academic fields. Moreover it served to
connect academic studies of history with civil opinions on history.18
The controversy over Japanese capitalism and the Japanese invasion of Manchuria both took place during the Great Depression. This was a period in which
Japan met the crisis of Japanese capitalism, war and Japanese fascism. Marxists
discussed how to find a way out of this crisis. Eitaro Noro (1900-P934), a famous
economist influenced by the Communist Parqi, recognized that they should ana-
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Pyze all aspects of Japanese sociery. in 1332-1933 he published "Nihon Shihonshu-

giHattatsu-shi Koza" (the -/-volume series of DevelopmentalHistovy of theJapanese
Capitalism) in collaboration with Moritaro Yamada (2897-1380), Goro Hani
(1901-1983) and others. This series was the most remarkable publication of social
studies in Japan before
I. The scholars who took part in "Koza",who were
called "Koz~ha"(the Lectures faction), emphasized no&nly the backwardness of
Japan but also the peculiar symbiosis of the imperial system, the hasty industrialization and the poverty-stricken agriculture, ivhich made up the Japanese characteristics of capitalism. O n the contrary, the group in opposition to Koza-ha was
called "Rono-ha" (the "Labour-Farmer" faction). They argued the modernity of
the Japanese economy, the universal crisis of world capitalism in the inter-war
period and hence the inevitable socialist revolution to come.
The first issue in this controversy focused on the definition of landed property
.
in Japan. Koza-ha emphasized that rent paid by a tenant farmer was a feudal rent
because it exploited surplus labour. Rono-ha, on the other hand, argued that such
rent was essentially modern because in the contract between landowner and tenant farmer land was comme:cia?ised and there was no feudal compulsion in
Japan. The second issue focused on the analyses ofJapanese capitalism in "Nihon
Shihonrhugi Bunseki" (Analysis of Japanese Capitalism) published in 1934 by
Moritaro Yamada, the most important ideologue of Koza-ha." Yamada emphasized the significance
of the historical process in the formation of the national economy The peculiarities of a nation's economy were determined by its history. He
did not neglect the international conditions of a nation's development, but he was
more interested in the comparative study of a national type of social structure in
which an agrarian basis, he believed, was definitive, in order to find the proper
strategy of revolution. The third issue focused on the historical meaning of the
Meiji Restoration. Koza-ha did not think that the Meiji Restoration had been the
bourgeois revolution but had served to establish absolutism in Japan. The Restoration had founded the centralized state structure around the imperial power
and the semi-feudal landowner class had sdll survived owing to the absence of
that the Meiji Restoration had been the
land reform. Rono-ha, however, argued
bourgeois revolution because the material fundamentals of the feudal class had
been completely removed by the Restoration reforms and the Meiji government
had been eager to promore capitalism."
This debate was undoubtedly brought to an end because of oppression by the
government. In 1336 some scholars belonging to Koza-ha were arrested and in
1937-38 scholars ofRono-ha were rounded up. However, when we consider historiography in Japan, this controversy has important significance. Although academic historical studies before WWII had been developed by borrowing Western
methodology in this debate Japanese scholars began to analyse the historical development of Japan by scientific methods and presented their original and systema-

tic views, h d scholars not only argued each special subject, they also indicated
the possibility of academic studies to keep an eye on politicd practices concerning
the future of Japan. This debate profoundly influenced the young generation who
were to play an important role in the development of social sciences &er
h o n g young students who were affected by the opinions of Koza-ha were: Hisao
Otsuka (l 907-1396) who developed the comparative study of economic history;
Masao Maruyama ( B 9 14-1396) who studied political thought in modern Japan;
Takeyoshi Kawashima (1303-1332) who studied the sociology of law in Japan;
G z u o Okochi (1905-1984) who studied social policies and others. All of these
became main figures of the historical and social-science studies after B 345. Some
historians founded societies for cooperative study during- this debate. For example, some scholars a1 the department of history at Tokyo Imperial University
founded Rekishigaku Kenkyultai (the Society of Historical Studies) in B 33 1. They
criticized the authoritarianism of Shigaku Kai and aimed to study history from the
view of -progressivism
and modernism. However, even the fundamentd awareness
toward Japanese history of Koza-ha was still based on the recognition that Japan
had been stagnant and undeveloped in comparison to the West. Their self-identification depended on the dichotomy between "the backward Japan" and "the developed W e ~ t " . ~ '

5 Historical Studies in Posmx-Japan
By the end of the 1930s Japan was under the rule of militarism and fascism.
Marxist studies were oppressed by the arrest and ejection of scholars. However,
during the Fifteen Years War, some young scholars cultivated a more sophisticated
method of historical study based on historical and social-science research that had
been highly developed in the West.22The end of the Fifteen Years War in 1345
saw the liberation of Japan from imperialism and militarism. This situation compelled Japanese scholarship to adopt a new historical perspective. Athough it had
been modernized superficially, Japan unpardonably committed itself to militarism and invasion in Asia up until 1945. In post-war studies, scholars of every
generation felt that the Japanese "nation" should civilize itself again. Until 1960,
when the US-Japan Security Treaty was revised, scholarship was coloured by the
idealistic atmosphere of trying to build a democratic society in Fost-war Japan.
The theoretical mainstays in this period were Marxism and Modernism. Sometimes Marxist confronted Modernist, sometimes vice versa; but both of these criticized the "dogmatic" orthodox school of Marxism and the US-guided alliance of
the West. They endeavoured to stand on their own feet by creating original visions
of post-war Japan. These were commonly based on a criticism of the "pre-modern" character of Japan and the intent to realize a modern democratic society.23
Marxists that belonged not to the orthodox school but to the revived Koza-ha
in the 1320s argued the necessity of the democratic revolution as a preface to the
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communist society in Japan. Since the intensification of the Cold War in the late
1940s, their ideal of a cosmopolitan democracy had been discouraged. From the
beginning of the 1950s, they were interested in problems of "nation" instead of
universal problems of "world history".24Their interest in the "nation" was promoted in the context of the controversy about the peace-treaty of Japan. Marxists
were apprehensive about a separate peace with the US, because they thought that,
afcer concluding the treaty, Japan would be put into the Western alliance and be
subordinate to the US. The Japan Communist Party, which had influenced poiitical movements and the intellectual sphere at the very end of the 1940s, argued
that a separate peace with the US meant subordination to "US Imperialism". The
success of the socialist revolution in China in 1349 encouraged such arguments in
Japan. Referring to the Chinese revolution, Marxists aimed at realizing both national liberation and a democratic revolution. Historical studies about "the Japanese nation" were developed by Marxist historians who organized Rekishigaku
Kenkyukai. Their studies were based on the simple view that Japan was also a
member of "undeveloped and oppressed Asia". Therefore such historical studies
and discussioas refrained from investigatingthe iniiasion ofAsia or the responsibility for war-crimes by the Japanese military before 1945. Some studies on the
social structures of Asia contributed to deepen the historical awareness of Asian
'backwardness" in post-war Japan. But by the 1950s, communist China alone
was the subject of historical studies by Marxists, and they had hardly studied the
iistory of any other Asian country such as Korea. In this way, historians in post+var Japan have left a lot of problems that originated from the Fifteen Years War,
ike the problem about Koreans living in Japan or about compensati~n.~'
O n the other hand, Modernists, who were also inspired by the perception of
Gza-ha, promoted "citizens" who had a modern mind, referring to the ideal patern of modern European society. One of most important modernist historians
was Hisao Otsuka, who studied the process of building modern capitalism in
h o p e . Otsuka influenced not only historians who studied the Western
:ountries, but also historians who studied Asia or Japan.26Otsuka regarded
the
nternal development of the ideal pattern of modernity as important. Especially
le emphasized that a democratic and modern personaliqi, which had been reali:ed in modern Europe, should be constructed in post-war Japan. The other main
igure among modernist historians was Masao Maruyarna. He argued that, since
he Meiji Restoration, Japan had only imported and borrowed the political and
:ultural apparatus of Europe which had been judged as suitable values for refornation from above by the state power. Thus the state power had developed inro
he only decision-making authority and consequently "ultra-nationalism" ruled in
)re-warJapana2'The concept of "modern" maintained bp Otsuka or Maruyama
vas purely an abstracted, idealized pattern originating from "Western Civilizaion". Modernist historians tried to investigate historical problems of modern Ja-

pan by comparing them to such an ideal standard of modernity. So we can say that
Modernists in post-war Japan held a view similar to some liberal historians in the
Meiji and Taisho periods, Pike Fukuzawa. That is, the identity which the modernists tried to find depended deeply on an awareness of the inferiority of Japan.28
In this way, both Marxism and Modernism were the main currents of historical
studies in post-war Japan. The ideological bases or interests of the Modernists
were certainly different from those of the Marxists. Modernist historians had criticized the "dogmatic" view of Marxism or its methodology only in respect of the
social structure. However, most of Modernist historians were also influenced from
the perspective of Koza-ha.The methodological attitude of studies by Marxist and
Modernist historians was common to both: connecting the ideal perspective of
universal history with the practical object of Japanese politics. They had studied
history in order to indicate the ideal visions of the reformation of post-war Japanese society, and both had resisted the conservatism which had tried to revive the
historical .
perspective in the period of militarism. They felt that their main task
was to enlighten Japanese people to realize a modernized, democratic society.
Generally speaking, historians recognized that the path of modern Japan since the
Meiji Restoration was a complete distortion, and such warped hisxor). was broken
off in 1945.They denounced the historical view before 1945 like Kokoku shikdn
as an unsophisticated, un-modernized view. At the same time, they tried to construct a new historical vision for post-war Japan that would develop the democratic
society and place Japanese history into "the universal development of history". In
such a way, both Marxist and Modernist historians had held in common quite
idealistic and universal views of history, aware as they were of the "bachird"
Japan and the "devePopeC West. They criticized the Japanese society before 1345
and urged the necessity for a modern democratic society, referring to the Western
civilization. But, on the other side, such recognition by historians depended on
the awareness chat Japan had been a victim of backwardness Pike other Asian
countries. By this awareness, historical studies in post-war Japan were pigeonholed to reflect on Japanese military conduct.29
In about 1352, the peace treaty which had been concluded at San Francisco in
195 1 went into
that, the general trend of popular thinking and scholarship was divided into two factions: the conservatives, who accepted the militaq
alliance by the Japan-US Security Pteary which had been concllded at the sami
time of the peace treaty; and the reformists, who represented the mass movemen1
for democracy. This bipolarization of the Japanese society resulted in forming "the
regime of P955", in which the Liberal Democratic Party remained in power unti
1993. Since the mid- B 950s, de-Stalinization had given Marxists a shock. More.
over, some historians criticized Marxist methodology in the controversy over the
Showa period after 1955, because Marxist studies could not c l a r i ~
the real image
of peoplea30The mood of discouragement in post-war scholarship, which hac
-

e~ect.- er
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aimed at universal modern development based on Western standards, was reflected in this criticism of Marxism. In the international context that Asian and African countries had been independent since the mid-1350s, historians like Bokuro
Eguchi (19 11- 1989) or Senroku Uehara (1899- 1375) began to re-examine the
historical perspective based on Western civilization and realized that Japanese history should be understood in the East Asian context3' . m e n Japanese historians
began to deny the "Western" historical view, efforts to quest for identity by postwar historical studies entered a new stage.

G The Transition of Historical Studies md the Revival of Conservatism
After the campaign against the Japan-US Security Treaty in 1960, Japan achieved
high economic growth. In 1964, when the Olympic Games were held in Tokyo,
Japan was admitted to the OECD and became one of the advanced nations.
Though there are still a lot of problems caused by contemporary capitalism,Japan
has retained its stature as an economic power until today. After the 1960s, conservatism was gradually encouraged again. Conservatives tried to set a high valuation
on the social basement of Japan which could attain economic development. This
trend was reinforced with the theory of modernization from US scholars like Edwin Reischauer.They, who stood by the historical vision ofKokoku Shikan, argued
that there had been modernity in the traditional society of Japan and in particular
the authoritarian state system had encouraged rapid social progress.32 O n the
other hand, Marxism and Modernism, which had condemned the Japanese tradition as backward, did not accept the theory of modernization, but tried to reexamine modern Japanese history in the context of East Asian history. Among
liberal historians, both the Korean War and the Vietnamese War were considered
to be flagrant contradictions in World history. Accordingly, such historians
thought that they could recognize the problems of world history if they made
clear the historical problems of East Asia. For example, at the general meeting of
Rekishigaku Kenkykai in 1963, Marxist historians discussed "the re-examination
.~~
of the historical image of East Asia" as the main subject of the ~ o n f e r e n c eThis
showed a group of historians who had taken the post-war, Marxist, historical studies and found a new theme in the studies ofAsian history. Moreover, since 1365,
when Japan concluded the treaty with Korea, not only socialist China but also
Korea were recognized as subjects for Japanese historians. In this way, Japanese
historians found "neighbours" and studied the history of "neighbours" in order to
investigate their own history from the viewpoint of others.
In the1 960s, the radical leftist movement consisting mainly of students criticized all existing ideologies and systems in post-war Japan. The young scholars of
this generation discussed the attitudes and methodology of post-war historical
studies. They denied such a historical view as that national history might be deci-

ded by the pattern of social structure based on production capaciq3*The modernist view of Otsuka, who attached importance to the self-development of manufacturing capacity, was especially criticized. Though the lefiist movement of Japan
ruined itselfin the beginning of theI970s, most historians realized that no grand
theories, such as the s k p l e Jevelopment of Western civilization or the dialectical
development of history, could apply to the real world. They required a new frame
of thought in place of Manrism and Modernism. Structuralism and post-structurdism were introduced and became .
popular
as the standard-bearers of new
thought.35The awareness of issues was totally transformed into an interest in
social detail by a fundamental re-examination of modernity~The paradigm of
Japanese historians Post the grand plot to achieve modernity. Historians gave up
analyzing the social-economical structure with the practical intention of reforming politics or society Instead, they were keen to excavate areas or problems
which post-war historians had bypassed. They identified newly- found themes:
religion, gender, discrimination, the environment, crime and so on.36 However,
such studies generated
confusion. The influence of historians on public opinion
had been lost rapidly because people were not interested in the studies of detailed
history on which historians focused their attention.
Nowadays most historians, who were influenced by structuralism and experienced the lefiist movement or university dispute from the end of 1960s to the
beginning of 1970s, study the history of society or the history of mentality. They
feel misgivings about the loss of influence of historical studies, yet they know not
how to regain it. Japanese historians use the new perspective to recognise their
"Asian neighbours" and they try to study Japanese history in the context of East
but they cannot identifj themselves. Even today, some historians think
that Japan needs to construct an independent mind because civilian society is not
realized in the Japanese society.38This recognition is similar to modernist historians like Otsuka or Maruyama. Such historians emphasized that Japan needed to
cultivate aJapanese idendry by themselves, and tried to search for the ideal individual model by referring to modern European society. They argued that the middle-class model in modern Europe should be an ideal model for the Japanese: the
free and independent person. They were not aware, however, that in order to
cultivate this free and individual personality, a process of compulsion would be
required. Historians of today also seem to meet the same problem of self identificaiion. Moreover they have aced more severe problems about the images of both
"Asia" and "Japan", since they found Asians as "neighbours" in the field of historical studies. Historians are required to study some fields which post-war historical
studies have not touched. They investigate not only war crimes by Japanese military in Asia, but also political, economical and social relationships between "Asia"
and "Japan"
from Ancient to Modern times. As such studies are deepened, historical problems of "neighbours" are recognised as specifically "Japanese" problems,
"

because historians show chat many Asian elements consist of Japanese society and
culture. For example, Chinese or Koreans living in Japan, whom historical studies
have neglected, are realized as important participants in Japanese society. The
myth of "Japan as the single nation state" has been completely deflated by such
studies. Japan is therefore required to answer not only for war compensation for
Asia but also for the new "Japanese" image.
In the wake of this chaos of historical studies, some conservative ideologies
e y highly of
have regained influence on public opinion since the 1 9 7 0 ~ . ~ T hthink
the traditional systems of Japan like the group-oriented society or the manageTheir
ment system of a company which has achieved high economic
arguments depend on the apprehensions to the Japanese society in which people
are more and more selfish and uninterested in social problems. O n rhe one hand,
conservatives criticize Modernism or the free-economy theory; on the other, they
rate highiy the traditional values of Japanese culture. To be sure, Japanese people
today enjoy a high-consumption society and have become more conservative. But
at the same time they want to reform corrupt political structure and moral decay.
New right-wing groups or revisionists advocating the new nationa!ism have ap*~
the group of "Jj~ushugiSbikan" (the liberalist
peared since the 1 9 9 0 ~ . Especially
view of history) led by Nobukatsu Fujioka, the professor of the Faculty of Education, Tokyo Universiry, is a serious problem.42After the end of the cold war in
Asia, many detailed historical cases have been unearthed by historians. One example is the problem of the Japanese Army compelling h i a n women to sex slavery during the Fifteen Years War. Japan faces compensation for war crimes. For
conservatives, the discovery of war criminals from imperial Japan is a blow to
Japanese pride. Against such a situation, the Fujioka group argues that the historical perception in post-war Japan, denying traditional values before 1945, is selftormenting and that Japanese self-respect must be recovered. Supported by conservative mass media and by a circle of teachers calling for the rigorous education
of traditional ethics, the group is trying to write new history textbooks based on
conservative morals. In this process they neglect and distort such historical facts as
the sex slaves in WWII and the 1937massacre in Nanjing.
. - In 2001, the draft of
their textbook was given official approval by the Ministry of Education and SciKorea and China criticize the
ence; the published version became a be~tseller.~~
textbook. This case shows us that, while searching for a Japanese identity connected with East Asian history, scholars of today can cultivate such perilous views of
history.

7Conclusions
Since the Meiji Restoration, the main issue for Japan has been to bring about a
modern society. Visions of the ideal society varied greatly according to the standpoints of the Japanese. Before 1945, traditional historical writings were utilized by

the authoritarian government in order to establish a patriarchal state. O n the other hand, scholars and private historians, who were aware of "the backwardness of
Japan", studied history by referring to the "developed West". They were seemed to
believe to progress the Western civilization universally. The end of the Fifteen
Years War compelled the Japanese to rethink their ideal vision of society. Marxists
and Modernists alike condemned the traditional values that pre-war Japan had
appropriated in order to invade the Asian countries. They were also conscious of
"the backwardness", proposing a western-style image of identity and a break with
Japanese tradition. Historians in post-war Japan tried to enlighten the Japanese
people so as to let every citizen establish an independent personality as a basis for
democracy. However, they emphasized the discontinuity between the pre-war and
post-war society so much that the Japanese avoided responsibility for the Fifteen
Years War and suppressed the memory of it for about fiky years. After the 1370s,
when historical studies were influenced by structuralism, scholars tried to utilize
their professional howledge gradudly to salvage these memories. The thaw came
afier the end of the Showa period and the Cold War.
Raising awareness of the issues which post-war historians held in common was
based on the determination to break the status quo and to study history for the
advancement of modern society. Such historians had a great influence on scholarship. The decline of post-war historical studies thus brought many problems: trivial research topics; a lack of dynamic synthesis of historical studies; no practical
assertions to public opinion and so on. O n the other hand, conservative history,
which had little influence &er 1945 because ofthe hegemony of liberal studies in
post-war Japan, had an increasing effect on Japanese society once high economic
growth had been achieved. And after the complete collapse of the Marxist paradigm in the1990s, conservatives have had an increasingly powerful voice within
public opinion.
The role of present historical studies in Japan is to concretise the Japanese quest
for identity. In Japan today, the problem of cultivating one's personality is still
significant. In recent years the moral hazard of being Japanese and the crisis of
Japanese democracy can be seen as tragic. These phenomena illustrate that the
Japanese cannot be cultivated as civilized individuals.The problem is held in cornm& both by historians afier the Meiji Restoradon like 6ukuzawa and post-war
historians Pike Otsuka or Maruyama. But the idea4 image of the modern personality is different from the image of individuals idealizedy post-war studies. Japan
has dready rushed into the new age where every borderline comes to have smaller
and smaller meaning. Present-day Japanese historians seem to have freed themselves from the dichotomy of "Japan" and "Europe", which had constrained their
colleagues since the Meiji per&$. Most of t h k understand that the Japanese
identity should be cultivated in the context of Asia, and the task of finding this
new identity is now under way.
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